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QUESTION 1

Which statement is true about the State Transition Family when adding a new business object (BO) to a module, and
this new BO is not the base BO? 

A. The BO automatically starts out with a blank state transition family. 

B. The BO automatically starts out with a copy of the base BO\\'s state transition family. 

C. The BO automatically starts out with a copy of the state transition family from the BO that was modified last. 

D. The BO automatically starts out with a copy of the state transition from the BO that was modified last that is within the
same module. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

What is the purpose of the Platform Logging feature of the TRIRIGA Admin Console? 

A. It logs all platform related errors to a debug file. 

B. It requires a restart of the application server to enable. 

C. It logs both application and platform related errors to a debug file. 

D. It enables real-time, debug-level logging for numerous platform features. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

What is the purpose of the special value $$today$$ in a field filter? 

A. it will filter based upon the current date 

B. it will filter based upon the last 24 hours 

C. it will filter based upon the day of the week 

D. it will filter based upon the date the query was created 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

Which statement is true regarding an onChange event? 

A. It cannot pop up another form. 
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B. It cannot pop up a query result. 

C. It cannot trigger a state family action. 

D. It cannot create a permanent association. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

Records have been created with a field called cstExeptionUsedLI, and some have a value of Days Away From Work.
The client has decided they want the list updated with new values and to also remove from the list Days Away From
Work. 

How does this affect the record? 

A. The record\\'s list field will come up blank, the record should be updated again providing a value from the list. 

B. The system will not allow the removal of Days Away From Work since there is a record that is using that value. 

C. It does not affect the record; the record will continue to use the previous list values, and it can never use the new
values for auditing purposes. 

D. It does not affect the record; the record will still have Days Away From Work as its list field value, and it can also use
the new values in the list. 

Correct Answer: D 
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